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Wisdom and the Troubled Family
Introduction:
1. “Self realization is the first step to change.”  Are you ready to analyze your family?  This 17th 
 chapter relates individual and familiar characteristics.
2. The key verse is 27, “He that hath knowledge sparreth his words, and a man of understanding is of  
 excellent spirit.”  Note the four characteristics of the “wise” parent
  1. Knowledge
  2. Discretion
  3. Understanding
  4. Peace
3. Verse 22, “A merry heart doeth good like a medicine, but a broken spirit drieth the bones.”  If you  
 had to characterize your home, or the home in which you were raised, in one word, that word   
 would be: _____________  And the verse relates effects - either happiness or tension.

 I. Individual Characteristics of a Foolish Home
  A. The person is strong willed and rebellious.  Any readers out there who are strong willed?   
      How did you get that way?  Verse 10-11, note how a wise man responds to a first reproof,  
      but for some of us, it takes a hundred times...hello...does this relate to anyone besides  
      me?  Have you figured that God is out to modify our wills?
  B. The person has a lack of understanding.  (vs.18,24,27) “...a man void of 
      understanding...”  interesting concept...  Do you understand your spouse/children?  Can  
      you be “void of understanding”?...Hello...
  C. The person is perverted.  Verses 20 and 23 talk about “perverse” tongues and “perverse”  
      judgements.  The word in Hebrew means “out of focus”.  What does it take for our cares  
      and our eyes to need adjusting?  It takes little for our tongues and our judgements to   
      become perverted.  We go to optometrists.  When was the last time you went to a   
      “tongueologist”?  “Doc...I’m not talking correctly.”
  D. The “maladaptive person” has other characteristics.  He covereth his faults (v.9).  He   
      rewards evil (v.13), and he justifies wickedness (v.15).
 II. Familiar Characteristics of a Foolish Home
  A. The home is a place of strife. (vs.1,14)  Each of our homes does have an emotional   
      setting.  Note that this home is full of strife.  Any strife at your house?  Verse 14 give to us  
      an answer, “The beginning of strife is as one letteth out water; therefore leave off 
      contention, before it be meddled with.”  The analogy is to turning on a “water hose”   
      (modern version).  Taking back what you said is as impossible as putting the water back  
      in the hose after you have watered the lawn.  “leave off convention...”  Leave the nozzle  
      off.
  B. This home produces effects. (vs.2,6)  Our children give to us either “shame” (v.2) or   
      “glory” (v.6).  A tough lesson...  Our children are the products of their environment.  You  
      want to know how you are doing as a parent.  Look at your children.  Verse 25, “...when a  
      child turns out badly, it brings ”grief” to the father and “bitterness” to the mother.

Conclusion:
We have free will.  The choice is ours.  This chapter challenges us that “wisdom is before us...and we can 
have understanding” (v.24).  Are you getting excited yet?  Any changes needed in your family?


